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EXTRA – Brackets

EXTRA

The HA series of brackets allow a simple  
installation of the Eltex charging and discharging 
bars in the most diverse machines and equipment.

Brackets for Eltex discharging 
and charging bars

Advantages at a glance:
 flexible solutions for different installation 

 situations and machine types
 high stability of the bars even with longer 

 electrode lengths
 easy and convenient installation
 easy adjustment of the bar mounted on 

 the attachment bracket



  

  

Bracket HA01 with clamps

This type of bracket is used when, due  
to a missing support or a missing  
cross-connection in the machine, a bar  
with a total length >1000 mm cannot  
be fixed with 3 mounting sets/mounting 
clips.  

The GRP rod ensures that the electrode  
is maintained in a fixed position,  
while the electrode can be moved to any 
desired angle by loosening the clamping 
pieces. The position is then fixed with  
the clamping pieces. 

Bracket HA02 with perforated plates

The bracket with perforated plates allows 
the bar to be latched into the various  
positions of the perforated plate. The 
possible positions are determined by the 
various available designs of the perforated 
plates. The perforated plates are attached 
to the stable parts of the machine. This 
will absorb the force of the spring-loaded 
spigot and the bar is moved into a stable 
position. 
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EXTRA

Dimension X 
R50  =  52 mm
R130  =  100 mm

Dimension X 
R50  =  52 mm
R120  = 52 mm 
R130  =  100 mm

4

M8

10,5

12x12

Installation length
Reinforcement angle pieces from 

2.2 meters to 3.5 meters in installation length
≥ 150

≥ 150

Total electrode length

≥ 50

≥ 50

View Z

View Z

M6

Installation length
Reinforcement angle pieces from 2.2 

meters to 3.5 meters in installation length≥ 150

≥ 150

Total electrode length

≥ 58

≥ 58

View Z

View Z
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X

Total length GRP tube


